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ABSTRACT:

Digital games have long been investigated for links to negative influences, but they exert a
range of impacts on players. A variety of factors can contribute to stressful experiences in play,
including game content, player interactions, and gender. This project uses qualitative methods to better understand how players experience and perceive these stressors and why they
persist despite them. There are a surprising number of ways that players’ experiences align in
spite of gender. Players encounter stress with both design and social experiences, are inclined
to “rage quit” if stressors are substantial enough, and are increasingly averse to toxic communities. However, there are also gender-specific experiences. Men are much more concerned
with the skillsets of other players, while women worry about their own performance. Further,
these experiences of stress complicate our understandings of distress and eustress, with
players less motivated by stressors than they are by the anticipated future relief from distress.
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Introduction
Digital games have received attention for their potential negative outcomes, whether
through the possibility of causing aggression1 or determining and ranking the most stressful games. 2 Digital game content can also be a source of stress3 and multiplayer experiences often include targeted toxicity.4 However, digital games offer potential benefits as
well, including helping players manage stress.5 The topic of emotional experiences among
players of digital games is an area that can be better understood in terms of why players
persist in play despite stressors and how gender influences these experiences. This qualitative project aims to illuminate these factors and explores gender in terms of its influence
on player perceptions, experiences, and reasons to continue with the hobby. Ultimately,
while players report feeling stress and frustration, regardless of gender, some sources
and experiences differ. Somewhat surprisingly, many of the coping mechanisms found
among women6 are shared by men to avoid stressful community experiences. Sources
of pride from play are also very similar regardless of gender, supporting previous work on
achievement7 and illuminating players’ perceptions of stress in gaming.
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1. An Overview of Stress
Stress takes many different forms in response to experienced or perceived risks to
safety.8 Due to impacts on health and well-being, stress is often studied for potential negative
consequences. Negative forms of stress, or distress,9 include possible influences on memory
function10 as well as potentially prompting the development of mental and physical health ailments.11 Stress, however, is not a unidimensional experience and influence. Eustress – a positive response to stressors12 – can produce beneficial outcomes,13 including improving life satisfaction.14 Eustress and its definition can be variable, but in this project it will be understood
as a generally positive emotional response to stressors, which can include feeling motivated.15
2. Emotional Influences of and Experiences with Digital Games
Digital games have been documented as providing emotional benefits to players.16
Players experience stress reduction in both casual17 and multiplayer digital games.18 Other
potential benefits include improving coping skills, even through more violent content.19
Socially, players develop senses of community20 and gaming with others allows players to
create, reinforce, and foster social bonds. 21
Outside of the possible benefits, however, there has been an academic emphasis on
pathological play.22 Even in cases where players hope to reduce distress, they may overuse or
become reliant on digital games.23 Additionally, despite stress reduction, both violence and
horror elements in digital games can also cause stress reactions in terms of heart rate, blood
pressure, and the production of stress-related hormones.24 Alongside the possible benefits
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of social play, highly competitive multiplayer gaming can promote distress while reducing
the eustress from defeating an in-game challenge.25 Additionally, given the harassment that
can occur based on player gender26 or intersections between gender and race,27 players may
need to take precautions. For example, it is common for women to play with people that they
already know28 or to hide their gender29 as protective methods to avoid hostility.
3. Cultural and Contextual Aspects of Gender
Gender may influence stress experiences in gaming beyond hostile interactions due
to cultural influences. For example, boys and men are expected to express less emotion30
outside of stereotypical anger31 and women tend to express anger as sadness or depression.32 Women also often have more general stress, different sources of stress, and different coping strategies compared to men.33 Cultural understandings of gender also affect
perceptions of skills, abilities, and competence.34 These ideas can lead to women viewing
themselves as having less ability in culturally masculine contexts.35 Consequently, women
who excel will often sort themselves out of contribution or advancement in many fields, particularly due to issues of imposter syndrome and being overlooked by male colleagues.36 In
gaming, gender impacts player inclinations37 and behaviours. While stress relief38 and seeking challenge39 are shared motivations, there is a continuing association of the hobby with
men and boys.40 There are also conflicting ideas about why people play. Men may desire
more achievement-oriented play, while women may seek social play.41 Yet in other studies,
gender has little influence on motivations in massively multiplayer online (MMO) games.42
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These spaces also emphasize masculine rules of interaction,43 which may, in part,
cause the aggression that can arise in response to violent digital games.44 This may relate
to studies noting lower levels of stress for boys, but increased anxiety for girls in digital
game play.45 Further, women experience more hostility in online play46 and stereotypes
about gender and digital games can become obstacles for women.47

Data and Methods
Data for this project was collected through 54 interviews and 2,000 online forum
posts and their comments. Online forum data was included to check interview responses
against a broader sample of player experiences. Interviewees were recruited online and
through network sampling to ensure that they were actively involved in the gaming community. Only three interview participants – those recruited from the online forums – used
forums as part of their gaming experience. Because the project is qualitative and concerned with player discussions and framing, there is not a quantitative component or an
emphasis on the percentage of discussions that feature stress. In general, however, discussions of stress and frustration were common across online forums, but women-oriented forums had proportionally more daily discussion of these topics and focused on multiplayer
stressors more often. Additionally, amounts of responses and posts can be approximated
as follows: many are 40-60%, most are over 60%, and a majority is over 80%.
Qualitative coding was conducted both during and after data collection to illuminate
patterns and themes. Interviews were recorded and transcribed to facilitate this process
and Dedoose software was used to further code interviews for themes and patterns related to stressors. For online forum data, notes and coding were completed through a word
processing program. Interview participants have been given pseudonyms, quotations
from interviewees have been slightly reworded for clarity (e.g., removing “um”). Additionally, the names of the forums have been concealed and quotations from online posts have
been deidentified and slightly reworded while keeping their meaning to protect privacy.
This project investigates stress among digital game players, including influences
of gender and reasons to continue playing. Interview respondents had varied interests,
from casual mobile games to first person shooters (FPS), with the most commonly shared
genres being role-playing games (RPGs), strategy, and adventure games. It is difficult to
discern any potential patterns in individual players in the forum data, but posts tended to
emphasize FPS, MMOs, RPGs, action, and action-adventure games. This was similar for
general and women-focused forums, although the latter discussed fewer FPS and more
indie (from smaller studios) games. Interview data was collected through one- to two-hour
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conversations with respondents in six countries. This took place over video chat or phone
and used semi-structured questions to allow for a deeper exploration of individual experiences. The interviews were open-ended and allowed for broader discussion and follow-up
questions during the conversation. Players were asked directly about their preferences,
experiences, and backgrounds. In terms of stress, questions addressed encounters with
multiplayer play, frustrating moments, and instances of pride with video games.
Of the 54 respondents, 31 were women. The majority of the sample lived across the
United States (39), while others resided in Canada (4), Australia (3), Japan (2), South Korea (1), and Brazil (1). Although the majority of the sample is from Western countries, online cultures – including those tied to gaming – tend to be shared internationally.48 Interview participants were all adults, with an age range between 22 and 38 years old. All of the
players in the sample had similar starting points with the hobby, habits, preferences, and
playtimes for games. Their playtimes had a large span, with a predictable zero to 40 hours
of weekly gameplay reported, but with an average of about 15 weekly hours of gameplay
without a gendered trend. Discussions of sources of stress, frustration, and persistence
were similar for players, regardless of typical time spent playing.
Interview findings were explored further in five online forums, which were observed
during live conversation and also searched for specific terms to find relevant conversations. These targeted searches were based on findings in the interviews and included
terms like gender, guild, stress, frustration, proud, and community. Two of the five forums
were very large (one with over one million subscribers and the other with over 700,000)
and understood as having more men using them. Three were expressly aimed at a larger
proportion of women and were much smaller. The largest of these forums had approximately 35,000 members, while the two smaller and least active forums had fewer than
10,000. The two smallest women-focused forums were also much less active and were
thus observed less frequently for live conversations.
Observations spanned approximately three months, with at least two weekly observations for less active forums and one daily observation for more active forums. Posts and
their top 100 comments were analyzed. In observations of active discussions, the top 25
most active posts were assessed. This resulted in approximately 525 posts for each of the
most active forums and approximately 125 unique posts for the two less active womenoriented forums. Targeted searches resulted in more forum posts and comments, following the same pattern of looking at the top 25 most highly supported archived conversations and the top 100 most supported comments within those posts.

Findings
Players encounter stressors from many sources and generally share reactions to
frustrating elements of a game’s mechanics or team dynamics. Gender influences sources
of team-related stressors in gaming, likely due to the cultural elements discussed above.
While experiences with distress are common, it is important to note that players have a
variety of very similar reasons for persisting in play, although their framing differs from
typical understandings of eustress.
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Gender and Gaming Stress
Players share many sources of stress, but gender can influence how players contextualize them. In interviews, men acknowledge stressful experiences less quickly than
women in the sample and are more likely to react with anger. Social aspects of games
become stressful for different reasons and to different degrees as well. All players view
multiplayer experiences as stressful in some way – even when playing with an established
group – because of actual, perceived, or anticipated issues with scheduling, skills, harassment, or toxicity in gaming. Men and women are often on opposite sides of this issue,
however, with men concerned about their teammates’ skills and women concerned about
their own.
a) Discussing and Perceiving Stress
While users of online forums are more deliberate with their assessments of stress,
subtle gender differences arise in interviews. Women are immediately prepared with stories about gaming stress, while men are more likely to hedge their experiences. As one
example of this, at first Kyle could not think of any instances of stressful or frustrating
gaming moments. He initially recognized stress and aggression in friends, but not in himself. When discussing his favourite game, however, the relationship becomes more complicated: “Stressful... not really. I mean, if you... with regards, like if I’m playing specific
games, sometimes it can be, but for the most part video games are always supposed to
be meant for… as an escape from something, as opposed to an escape to something. So...
like, as much, as stressful a... like... I find real life, meatspace, to be a lot more stressful
than video games. If I’m not having fun when I’m playing a video game, I just won’t play it.
Unless, of course, I’m playing Dark Souls, in which case, you’re just a glutton for punishment when you’re playing Dark Souls.”
This reaction may stem from discomfort around the idea of games being stressful,
as players in both samples discuss concerns about how friends and family view digital
games, but it may also be the result of gendered expectations around emotion discussed
above. This is expressed by many of the men in the sample, but is not conveyed by women. There is also an attempt to spin the experience as more positive in a way that is less
about motivational eustress and more centred on seeking the negative emotions that
come along with punishing games. Contrastingly, most of the women readily list stressful
items in their gaming experience and their causes. As one example, Lilly mentions in an
interview: “[...] If I make the mistake of going on too high of a difficulty level or, when I was
playing Last of Us, that was incredibly stressful and that was the only game that I never
actually finished... so, most of the tension comes from when I decide I’m going to play a
survival type game. I think it’s just not being able to punch out the target while having to
actually stealth and be clever... I don’t necessarily like not having the option… to beat the
problem to death. I’m a very aggressive player.”
Lilly’s response also highlights a unique coping strategy mentioned by several of the
women in the interview and forum samples: handing off the controller to someone else,
typically a man who is also their significant other. This reflects an intersection in previous
research on gender, social play, and coping with distress.49 Women in both samples pri49
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marily highlighted this behaviour as a response to distress linked to horror games. These
tactics aside, however, women are much more forthcoming and ready to engage with the
concept of stressful gaming in interviews. The men in the sample are also more comfortable contextualizing their gaming distress as anger and as a past problem, while women
identify continuing emotional reactions to games. James reflects this pattern, stating that
he has moved beyond becoming enraged, can recognize the behaviour in himself, and will
ultimately step away from a game if necessary. With a similar pattern to other men, including Kyle, James recalls: “I wouldn’t say stressful. I’m pretty good... well, I guess I would
say stressful. I definitely... I used to have slight anger issues, I would say, and video games
could rapidly bring those out in me. I used to be really bad at losing my temper at a video
game... I would be in my bedroom screaming at my TV... I’ve gotten a lot better about it
now that when a game is like... I can feel like my blood pressure rising, I’ll turn the game
off and go about my business. If I get to the point in a game where I feel like it’s more of a
chore to play than it is actually fun to play, then I just quit playing.”
Men experience more hesitation to acknowledge and discuss their stressors before
further reflecting on their experiences. In some ways, dealing with the emotional aspects
of stress and frustration is not as immediately recognizable for many of these respondents. There is, at first, a denial or hesitation to frame their gaming activities or personalities in a negative way. This begins to break down as the participants continue to talk about
and recall their experiences, but is an interesting trend and departure from the immediacy
with which women in the sample are comparatively able to categorize these issues.
b) Social is Stressful
Gender also affects the stress surrounding social play. While the majority of the interview sample and many online posts address these issues, men and women focus on different elements of multiplayer stressors. Men and forums with more men reported as users are much more focused on competitive games and team members lacking skill. Having
to rely on and work with others introduces additional non-game stressors. For Gareth, this
is particularly true of massive online battle arena games (MOBAs). He mentions: “[...] you
basically have to try to work with others to try and defeat the other team, but, mind my language here, but holy shit does that make me rage. I get so angry. My wife can attest to that,
honestly, it’s just infuriating dealing with it. That’s coming back to, like I said, competitive
experiences where others, you know, may not be playing the game in a way you want them
to and then you might lose a match and you were so close to winning, etc. So, I would say
that competitive gaming experiences, I don’t want to say bring out the worst in me, but
certainly bring out a lot of frustration [...].” Despite rare instances of men – about five in total – in interviews noting concerns about their own skill, it is much more common for these
discussions to focus on relying on others. Concerns about skill dragging the team down,
having to monitor other players, and accounts of witnessing teammates angrily react to
less skilled players during games are the most common areas of focus for social stressors
among men and users in the general online forums.
For women, social concerns focus on self-assessments and worries about being critiqued. In many cases, this is noted as a perceived threat, rather than an experienced one,
reflecting work in other areas on gender and self-assessment.50 A potential lack of skill
may let their team down. These players simultaneously recognize their gaming groups
as being generally supportive and understanding, yet fear what might happen if they
50
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do not perform well. Unfortunately, the protective measures taken by many women51 are
not always successful. Some of these women have seen or have had direct experiences
with open expressions of disappointment, even in cases of playing with friends, which reinforced these apprehensions. For Eva: “Yeah, people are mean. People are so mean and
they’re so judgmental and I get so stressed out. Whether it’s a more cooperative or more
competitive game, I feel like people judge me or if it’s a cooperative game, I’m gonna be
letting my team down. Like when I was playing the MMO, that caused me a lot of stress.
Like I cried real tears over really dumb stuff.” These respondents are aware of being subjected to potentially harsher scrutiny than some of their gaming peers. This excess pressure can also reach the point where women have physical reactions to these stressors in
ways that do not come up for men. Many women report crying, feeling sick, or becoming
so anxious that they would avoid scheduling with their teams.
Along with these fears, they also discuss the spectres of skill and the ‘girl gamer’. Most
of the women interviewed, and the vast majority of online posters in the women-oriented forums, are acutely aware of differences in perception based on gender. This only adds to anxieties and stress, particularly when playing with mostly men. June remembers: “So... I have
this... this sense of like. I don’t want to embarrass myself. And there is a degree to which,
because of the whole, ‘girl gamer’ like stereotype, I feel like this extra pressure. Where if I
want to play a game and I’m not even good at that game, it’ll reflect badly on girl gamers in
general. Who are almost always like... well, no, it’s been getting a lot better, but like who, traditionally, have not been taken seriously and considered unskilled or basically not real gamers. And so, I don’t want to reflect badly on the community of female gamers who are just
individually sucking, when I know there are plenty of individual female gamers who don’t.”
This concern over being a representative for all women – and being assessed differently for skill – is felt acutely by women across the sample. They recognize that stereotyping
and a community that is still largely resistant to or unaware of their presence, leads to their
actions being viewed with more scrutiny. These conversations are also pervasive in online
discussions. As one forum user notes in response to a shared article on one of the less active forums: “I can’t really look at the issue of skill outside of being female. If I’m not skilled
at a game, I’m probably going to be mocked for being bad, but I’m also going to be proving
people right about women being bad at games. I don’t play competitively anymore because
I don’t want to be really good and less than ‘really good’ is just going to be seen as reinforcing the stereotype. I can do more with my time than force myself to deal with that anxiety.”
While men are primarily concerned about how their overall team will be harmed by a lack
of skill in their teammates, women are consistently aware of and worried about their own
performance, whether this is in preparation for or confirmed by their experience. These different perspectives on skill make sense in the broader context of gaming. Women, seen as
outsiders, are much more likely to be judged harshly for their performance.

Tired of Toxic Cultures
Despite differences in skill-related distress, players share an increasingly critical
view of hostility in gaming. For the majority of players across the samples, increasing toxicity and pressures around play beyond those resulting from playing as part of a team have
become burdensome to the point of feeling exhausting. James explains: “I dislike that
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people seem to think that because they’re on the internet, they can just say and do, mostly
say, whatever they want to somebody. They just have this idea in their head that because
they’re on the other side of a TV, 1,000 miles from people, that they can say racist, sexist,
homophobic comments to people because there are no repercussions to it. It gives them
this big sense of security... because I don’t know who they actually are.” A major takeaway from both interviews and online posts is that players are largely tired of encountering
toxicity, even if they do not belong to the groups being targeted. There is some level of
resignation, with some forum users commenting that this is part of the culture and it can
only be expected at this point. Many players in both samples also express frustration with
a lack of effective means to combat this, although they desire solutions to this trend.
Perhaps the most surprising finding, though, is that these experiences have led to
men using many of the coping strategies observed in women playing games.52 Women often anticipate harassment or hostility before playing a game. Despite the common knowledge of generally toxic gaming communities, men do not necessarily enter these spaces
with the same expectation, in part due to the focus on women being the most likely target.
In fact, the majority of the men in interviews discuss toxicity directly in terms of marginalized communities. After enough encounters with ambient hostilities or those directed at
players other than themselves, however, men begin to employ avoidant and protective
techniques as well. They will mute other players, avoid certain genres, eschew specific
games, and only play with friends. As Blake notes: “Yeah, usually it’s the community. Like
if the community is really bad, then it puts a lot of stress on to you. Especially if they’re
flamers or trolls, but a lot of games now have a muting system, like how to ignore them, so
it’s not as bad if you know how to do that stuff.”
Toxic encounters are not passively accepted as part of the experience. Players find
ways to limit toxicity, although for men this comes much later after seeing a saturation of
these effects. Women discuss going into the playing experience expecting harassment if
their gender is revealed, including Regina who notes being belittled by a male player in a
multiplayer zombie survival game, but men do not have similar discussions of anticipating
being targets. For Paul, who stopped playing League of Legends53 due to toxic interactions:
“Yeah, they’re just... the smallest mistake... you know, there’s never an assumption that
there’s a reason or a valid reason for someone not being good at a game. It’s always just the
jump to conclusion is, ‘Well you just suck and you’re the worst person ever and you should
probably just get off the internet and kill yourself.’ It’s difficult to find people who are more
moderate in terms of their temperament. ‘Cause for a game that’s social... it doesn’t lend
itself well to making players feel like they want to play.” Although the majority of the men in
the sample are less concerned about their own skill, Paul’s circumstances highlight an experience shared by many more – having to step away from a game due to the environment
associated with it. Players do not frame these as enjoyable decisions, but necessary ones.
For the approaches to coping that allow players to continue playing a game with a toxic
community, there is a sadness and a frustration associated with these choices, as players
feel that these solutions often also negatively impact their play experience.
Forum users also repeatedly lament the loss of a prior gaming culture. Many players
mention that they miss gaming experiences less tarnished by harassment and when protective measures did not need to be taken. There are also doubts about how companies
approach these problems, with users feeling that reporting is not effective enough and
completely removing chat options is too restrictive. One user suggests: “I know that companies take chat out because it can become toxic, but don’t you miss being able to be social
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in games? There should be an option to shut chat off or block specific people, but I’m annoyed by games that cut communication out. When you can’t add personal comments,
you lose a sense of friendship. How did trolls force developers to turn off chat permanently? It really makes it hard to feel like a community.” Most players appreciate and desire
social play absent of the issues of toxicity that have become routine. There is also a growing dissatisfaction with company solutions to these problems and an increasing trend in
men feeling inhibited in their play by hostilities in gaming culture. The problem of toxic
gaming communities, while disproportionately targeted at women and people of colour,
is something that wears on players generally and influences their decisions and activities.

Stress and Persistence
Outside of player reactions to multiplayer situations and toxicity in play, stressors
often arise from design elements of games. ‘Rage quitting’ is frequently discussed in interviews and online forum posts to the point that it has become something of a meme and
a shared understanding of gaming. Despite the possibility of anger boiling over for players,
however, they also find reasons to continue with the hobby, even returning to games that
caused them emotional distress.
a) Bugs, Confusion, and Rage Quitting
Digital game design can cause distress and frustration among players. In interviews,
design issues and unclear expectations are the most frequently mentioned and shared aspect of frustration during play. Players focus on glitches, bugs, lag, bad narratives, unclear
guidance, and controls that are not intuitive. These issues are often discussed in the context of ‘rage quitting’. Ultimately, games that present too many of these barriers to enjoyment can cause frustration to overflow for players. In these cases, the game can become
defined as a ‘waste of time’. For Todd, he specifies a very recent experience with these issues: “And I guess, actually, this is a great example from two nights ago... there’s this game
called The Crew, which is a racing game that was available for free and I got very frustrated
with the design because it was very obtuse. It was hard to tell what you were supposed to
do, it was too many options. It was just a poorly designed game, so I just put it down. Even
though it was free, I was like, I’m not gonna waste any more time with this.” While players
also note discomfort with their chosen hobby often being socially defined as a waste of
time, frustrating design presents a qualifying criterion for players to determine that nothing of value will come from a game. Completely walking away from a game never to return
is less common among interview participants, which will be discussed further below, but
temporarily quitting due to these issues is reported by nearly all players. In some cases,
players note distinct issues with experiences of anger in these situations as well.
While rage quitting is one potential reaction, players also report outbursts and, less
commonly, breaking objects. These manifestations of stress are reported by both men and
women who were interviewed, but this is also a common theme of jokes in the gaming community. Without asking players directly about rage quitting, they developed responses that
incorporated the cultural term. Regina notes that it is an especially common experience for
her. When asked if she has ever encountered anything stressful, she illustrates the association
between these experiences quickly: “Mmm... like when I rage quit? Yeah, many many times.
I’ve rage quit so many times. In fact, I’ve never even completed Crusader Kings II because I
rage quit so many times. I rage quit on Dragon Age, I rage quit on Mass Effect... especially, especially Mass Effect 1, kills me. Yeah, I rage quit on pretty much every single game I’ve played.”
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Rage quitting is framed as a means of avoiding more serious emotional reactions
and potentially reaching the point of breaking items over frustration and stress with game
stories, mechanics, or difficulty. Players can walk away before becoming overwhelmed.
Several players – both men and women – do note that they are not always quick enough to
avoid this, however. It should be mentioned that nearly all players conveyed that they can
recognize their limits, but Ben recalls: “There are a lot of examples. The very first one that
comes to mind, though, is Final Fantasy X, there is a section toward the end of the game
where in order to get the character’s strongest weapons, you have to do these races on
chocobos, which are a fictional bird in the game. And the controls are exceptionally bad
and the design of the race is exceptionally bad. A lot of it is completely based on random
factors that are out of the player’s control and I failed at that over and over and over and
over. Probably for a couple of hours. And it was frustrating and it wasn’t fun and I may have
ended up breaking a controller over it.” Specifically breaking things is not often reported in
interviews or forum discussions, but there is an awareness that becoming too frustrated
or stressed due to a digital game can lead to these outcomes. When players reach heights
of frustration or even rage quit, this is often a temporary measure and, even in cases
where players do break something in response to stress, they tend to go back to the game.
b) Persistence
Despite the stressful and frustrating elements of gaming, players find reasons to
persist. Players frame their experiences after getting through frustration in positive ways,
but this frequently does not reflect the concept of eustress. Rather than being motivated
by the stress itself, players emphasize the relief that they experience after getting through
the stressors discussed above as worth the pain. The way that players frame the reasons
for why they continue to play is often less tangible than previous research implies. Rather than specifically noting measurable accomplishments, the primary motivating factor
cited by players is proving the ability to overcome challenges. The second most common
reason is more measurable but is also highly individualized. In the context of their own
defined goals, the drive to complete a game is another reason to push through distress.
This kind of completionism is not a desire to earn all achievements, which can become an
intrinsic motivating factor for players,54 but instead is centred on seeing the end of the
story. This is true for men and women in both solo and team-based play.
As one example of overcoming challenges, Eva – who recounted a great deal of stress
over having her skill judged above – recalls in her team play of Final Fantasy XIV: “ [...] there
was this really hard raid boss and we probably tried it 20 or 30 times and we finally got it
perfect. Like it was the most beautiful playthrough ever and one of my friends put it on
the internet and I watched the video over and over again because I was so proud of myself
because we tried it so many times and it was so hard.” Players mention what they can put
into the game, provide for the team, and how it feels to “pull their own weight” as their primary sources of pride and satisfaction. Some players discuss this in the context of feeling
like they have outsmarted the developers by being able to move beyond the challenges
presented to them, but most other players focus on proving their ability to themselves or
succeeding as a unit.
Not every accomplishment is linked to overcoming difficult challenges, however.
Simply finishing the game and seeing a story through is often enough to motivate players. Players are satisfied with their experience if they have not felt the need to walk away,
encountered rage-inducing game issues, and are able to wrap up the intended gameplay.
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As Taylor, someone who feels like she experiences more frustration with games than most
players, discusses: “I’m kind of notorious for starting a game and never finishing it... But I
was pretty proud of myself when I finished Oxenfree, which is a) a console game, so I had
to be in one spot doing it, and b) I finished it from beginning to end. Like I didn’t stop at
all. And I know it’s a short game, it’s like a 4-hour game, but that’s still pretty impressive
for me. I don’t usually spend that kind of time all in one blitz on a video game. You know?
That’s just not what I do. So, it was like really cool to be like, ‘Man, that was a really fun
game and I like finished it all, I did it’.” Players set their own expectations for completing
a game. More men are inclined to say that they want to complete a game on the hardest
setting, but players also focus on things like putting in over 100 hours, completing every
achievement or challenge, or simply being able to finish a main story. Although the individual goals differ, being able to complete major objectives is widely shared among players
and provides a strong sense of accomplishment.
This sheds light on why players persist despite the many stressors that they face
with digital games. The sense of pride is an element that keeps players coming back. As
Cam puts it: “I feel at home and comfortable doing it, even though it’s stressful. Because
once I have accomplished it, I feel like, ‘Oh, I’m actually doing pretty well, I’m not bad,’ you
know? I guess it kind of goes with the learning as well. If you have a question posed to you
and you don’t know what the answer is, and there’s no answer online, there’s two ways you
can do it. You can either completely ignore it or you can try to really struggle and figure
it out and I think I’m usually on that struggling path in the first place, so, I guess that relationship really helps bring me back toward gaming.” Ultimately, the ability to overcome
challenges, prove that one can do something, and see the story through to the end provide
the motivation to persist. Feeling the need to prove skill and overcome the challenge, even
in solo games, is considered important for nearly all players. In some ways, this relates to
the idea of eustress, but this is dependent on the types of obstacles players are overcoming. In the case of extreme distress, the motivation comes from making the distress end,
rather than from a motivating eustress experience.
While the sense of pride can frequently save a stressful or frustrating gaming experience and provide players with purpose, this drive may also push players to their limits
with stress. In most cases, players will continue to push through games that cause distress and discomfort, but there are few instances where they deem a game or situation
beyond improvement. In circumstances where players permanently quit a game, there
is not enough satisfaction that can be gained on the other side of distress to balance the
negative aspects. This is truer for women and those in the women-centred forums than it
is for men or general forum discussions. Lilly illustrates this, saying: “I’m not the kind of
person who will just generally... like make herself hate her life for a video game. I’m pretty
sure if I’m not... I just wanna have fun. And I thought I’d start having fun, but when I didn’t,
I was like, okay fine, I’ll throw in the towel.” It is worth noting that some men mention that
there comes a time to give up on a bad game, but they are more likely to persist beyond
reaching more stressful levels of play. Steven’s perspective reflects a tendency to hope
that fun can be found in the game, in spite of distress: “If I’m playing a game, I liked some
aspect of it to begin with, but if I reach a challenging part or I don’t know what to do, it gets
frustrating. But the game has a potential to be fun, so I want to get passed the dumb part
to the fun part. And I don’t want to feel like I lost the game. So those things make me stubborn enough to keep trying.”
Players who attempt to push through more substantial stress recognize the distress
caused by their play, but also acknowledge that they hope that overcoming these obstacles will provide some kind of reward for their efforts. Continuing to play a game that is not
enjoyable defeats the purpose of playing in the first place for many players, but there are
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a variety of motivating factors to keep players working on a game. Often, players do not
see value in continuing to play a game that does not result in – or suggest the possibility
of – satisfaction, pride, or a sense of accomplishment despite distress and frustration. If
the experience is too stressful and there does not appear to be any ultimate advantage
to completing the game, they will not be able to reap the rewards that keep them coming
back.

Conclusion
Stress is complex, from how people process it individually to cultural influences
on sources of and reactions to stress. While research on stress frequently focuses on
distress,55 eustress can promote positive feelings and motivate people to achieve.56 When
it comes to stress in digital games, however, the picture is further complicated. This project adds more context to the body of work investigating digital games and experiences
of stress by highlighting players’ framing of their experiences. While many projects have
considered physiological aspects of stress in gaming,57 fewer have addressed perceptual
and experiential elements beyond implied stressors in multiplayer situations, especially
for women.58 In this study, players have complicated relationships with digital games and
experiences of distress. While players find many of the same stressors in their play, the
shared distress over social play departs at a critical juncture. While women have been
noted as playing for social reasons59 and also having remarkably similar motivations in
digital game play to men,60 men have more opportunities for rewarding social play.
This may also be linked to culturally gendered perceptions of skill,61 with women
players more critical of their own play and men worrying about the performance of others. Regardless of the gendering present in these discussions, ambient hostilities in multiplayer engagement have begun to wear on players overall, causing more men to use the
approaches noted among women to avoid toxic gaming behaviour.62 This study also elucidates a pervasive issue for women – protective measures may not always be effective and
women in the sample were often still targets of hostility even among players they knew.
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These experiences are also important for developers to consider and note as more players
become uncomfortable with hostilities in online gaming and opt to avoid certain genres
or types of play. There are other surprising shared perceptions and experiences as well.
Emotionally, although men are more likely to hedge their discussions on stress in gaming
and frame their stress as anger,63 players also have some unexpected similarities. The experience of rage quitting is well-known and shared across gender and there is a tendency
to associate stress and frustration with this concept. Further, gender has little impact on
why players push through these experiences. Players note that overcoming challenges,
proving oneself, and seeing the end of the story are motivators and frame these outcomes
as worth the cost of distress.
This perspective does not always appear to illustrate a eustress-like experience,
however. Rather than stressors providing positive emotional reactions and motivation64
to complete a game, players push through distress for the relief of no longer feeling it
and reaping the perceived possible rewards available to them by completing their in-game
objectives. There are experienced rewards that are remarkably similar for players regardless of gender, but these can sometimes only be achieved after the player passes through
distress. Digital games provide an array of experiences for players, which extend to their
perceptions and discussions of stress in the context of their hobby. Although there are
some notable differences between what women and men define as stressful, the similarities offered by these players present a fruitful path for potential future inquiry.
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